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.-
mTcmm TESTS WITH A *aIZE MODEi OF Tm

ARMY’B-26 AIRPLANE IN NACA TANK NO. 2.:

AND ON AN OUTDOOR”CATAF?ULT

By Lloyd J. Fisher and Margarqt F. Steiner
.-

.

In accordance with a request.by the Army Air Forces,
Materiel Commarld,tests were made at the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field, Va. with a.
~+i~e dynamic model of the Army B-26 airplane to deter-

mine Its behavior when landed on water.

Landings were made In calm and rough water. Various
conditions of damage, landlng attitude, speed, and flap
setting were simulated. !t~~mum longitudinal decelera-
tions and the lengths of landing runs were recorded, and
the general behavior of the model was observed. Motion
pictures were taken of some.of the landings in both
smooth and rough water.

The conclusions based on tepts of the model are

(1) The B-26 airplane should be landed in a later-
ally level poaltlon at as llght a wel~ht as possible
with flaps down and at a slow speed In a medium-high

8
a tltude with the fuselage center line at an angle of
6 to 10° with the horizontal (not too near’the stalling
region). .“. .

(2) When appreciable wind exists,.this ali?plane
should be landed into the wind and across the waves in
order to land at the lowest.possiblespeed. When the
wind is light and-the waves-aye,”regular,.landlng along
the swells is preferable to landl~ ac.~ss the swells..

..
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(3) Structural fHilure of parts such as the bomb-
bay doors .or-.:r~ist.~n doors will not seriously tifeCt
the dynamic behavior of the airplane..

(4) Tk crew should brace themselves with the
expectation of withstcndin: fairly hi,~~decelerations
(4G to 7 g)

INTRODUCTION

!l’estawere made with a~-size dynamic :odel of the
12

Army Air Forces E3-26airplane’to determine its behavior
when it is ditched. (The forced descent of landplsnes
on water Is called “ditching.”) These tests are part of
a series of tests requested ky the -ArmyliirForces,
Material Command, on Larch 26, 1943. The tests were
made ~.~i NA?A tank no. 2 in September 1943 and on an
outdcor catapu~t on Back River operated by personnel of
the NACA inpnct ba~i:lIn December 1943. Tests were
made with the model at various conditions.qf speed,
attitude, and flap setting; with various degrees of
simulated damage; and with two gross loads. Mr. Hans
Rebie, st~ctures representative from the Glenn L. Martin
Company, was present during most of the tests at the tank.

DEACRIPTIOH OF AiODliL

The mode: ased in the tests was dynamically siwllar
to the full-size airplane. .The test weights of the model
did not vary more than 2~percent from the nominal

2
values, and the moments of inertia about all three axes
were approximately correct.

The model was constructed qf’balsa with.pieces of
spruce at points of concentrated stress? The fuselage
was of a hollowed-out construction, but the wings end
tall were built up of ribs and spars and were covered
with paper. The model was equipped with-movable tabs
on the wings aqd vertical tail and with movable elevators
so that it could be balanced for the various conditions
tested. Metal parts used for the quadrants, hinges, and
assewll>l~fittings were made 0.1’aluminum, brass, or dural.
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Photographs or the model are shown In figure 1. The
hydrostatic characte”rlsticscf the model were different

--,... frqm thC?6eof the full-size airplane because the model
.,
t

was of wooden construction and would therefore float

I
indefinitely; whereas the metal airplane might sink at

“r oncme. Structural failures on the model were simulated

l;

by completely removing the parts~ but corresponding
failures on the alrpl”~e probably Would result in
denting, tearing, and dangling parts.. However, the
length of rubs and general behavior of the model, such
as diving, turning, or sktpping, could reasonably be
expected to be about the same as those of the full-size
airplane.

I- TANK TESTS

METHOD.OF TESTING

When the model had been statically balanced, it was
attached-to a launching gear on the front of the towing
carriage In NACA tank no. 2. This gear is provided with
an attachment that will permit freeing the model in
roll, pitch, and yaw as desired. With the model sup-
ported at the cente:zof gravity, it was towed in the air
at the speeds at wh~.chit was to be ditched, and tsbs
were set to balance the model aerodynamically in roll
and yaw. The elevator settings to balance the model in
pitch for the various attitudes &nd conditions of struc-
tural damage used In the tests wera thsn determined.
The model, now ready for ditching, was attached to the “
launching gear as skmn in figure 2.

The launching gear in the tank Is so arranged thak
the model csa be set.up at various attitudes and heights
above the water. When the mcdel was to be ditched, the
towtng.carriage was run at a constant spe6d and the
model was released from the front and rear hooks simul-
taneously. The mod61 glided Into the water at approxi-
mately the attitude at which it was released. Each
ditching oocurred at about the same locatlon In thG tank.

Two observers”at the ditching station determined
the length of runs and noted the behavior of.the model,
and a photographer took motfon plct~es of some of.the
ditchings. The attitude of the model at contact with

.
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the water and Its vertical speed were determined.for a
few representative ditchings.by measurements from
motion-picture photographs made with a camera that was
attached to the towing carriage.

The maximum longitudinal decelerations unde”rvarious
conditions were measured with an N.4CAV-G recorder alljer@
to fit the model. This accelerometer was located near
the pflotls compartment as shown In figure 3. . Same
vertical decelerations were obtained by mounting the
accelerometer vertically.

SOOPE OF TESTS
.-

All the ditching tests perfomed in NACA tank no. 2
were made in calm water. The center of gravity of the
model was located at 14.2 percent of the mean aerodynamic
chord and 3.8 inches (full s?.ze)above the center line of
the fuselaFe. ‘T!ketests wti~wmade at two gross loads,
31,000 po;zldsanti25,000 pounds (full size), and three
different landing attitudes. These attitudes (measured
with respect to the fuselage center line) were -1°
(three-wheel landing), 13° (three-point, tall-down
landlng), and 6° (an Intermediate attitude). The
landing sFeedS corresponding to &ese attitudes may
vary considerably depending on the condltlms of wind,
power, and flaps. A range of landing speeds comparable
with a reasonable variation In power
conditions was covered in the tests 18:% l=d:&pfull
size). At spgeds comparable with power-on landings or
landings into the wind, however, the lift from the a6ro-
dynamlc surfaces of the model was insufficient because
neither power nor wind was present. Because of the low
Reynolds number of the tests, the stall angle was below
that of the airplane, and at high attitudes there was
consequently a further increment of lift mdssing in the
tests. A few tests were made with slats added to the
wing In ordev to determine the effect of Increasing the
lift ●

Fo~r.flap conditions were ~sed. They were Upz
down 3~ semiflxed, and down 55 fixed and semiflxed.
When the flaps were semiflxed, they were held in place
by friction clips so that they could be torn from the.
model by the water forces of the ditching.. When the
flaps were fixed, they were ri~idly held in place and
,

— .. . .. .. . . ...
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did not move when the model was ditohed. Most of the
tests were made with the flaps down 550 fixed because
the tests indioated tihalsthe”strength and positions of
the flaps did not have much effect on the hydrodynamic
behavior of the model and the “airplanecould be landed
at slower speeds with flaps down.

Measurements of the vertical velocities of the model
showed that they varied from about 3 to 7 feet per second

i
full size).,a range that might be expected in actual
andings.

Structural failures of portions of the alrphne were
simulated

?
cutting out corres ending portions on the

model. !In he case of the whee doors, partial failure
was simulated by lndentir~ the surface of the model for
the nose-wheel door and removing only the aft portion
of the main-wheel doors.

The following conditions of simulated failure were
tested: (1) no failure (see fig. 1), (2) partial failure
of the wheel doors and complete failure of the waist-gun
doors (see fig. 4), (3) partial failure of the wheel
doors and complete failure of the waist-gun and bomb-bay
doors (see fig. 5).

It Is believed that the relatively weak plastic lugs
holding the waist-gun doors in place will readil~ fail
in a ditching. Because of the proximity of the support-
ing structure of the wheels, it appegrs unlikely that
more than partial failure (similar to that simulated in
the tests) will occur to the wheel doors. Tests have
been made at the NACA structures laboratory which lndl-
cate that the bomb-bay doors will support static loads
of about .1200pounds per square foot before the deflec-
tion begins to increase rapidly with load. It seems
probable that the bomb-bay doors might not fail in a ~
relatively calm sea but could not withstand the bottom
loads caused by rouz@ water.“

Tests were made to determine the effect of tind-
milling propellers on the dltchi~ characteristics of

. the model. Tests made of other models with propellers
* over scale strength and under scale”str”sngthdid not

show any violent behaviors caused by the propellers;
. however, the decelerations were increased. The tests

of this report were made with propellers that were not
at scale strength. The propellers used were of

I — . —- ... —-—— - -
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&&ch- thtck aluminum. (See fig. 6.) The conciltion.. ... .
c~”’st~ctur&l failure”used m these tests was that of
partii~lfailure of the ”.wheel”cdoorsand complete failure
of ‘thewaist-gun doors. “’ :.. ,,. .. .

-Themajority of the tests in the tank were made at
““ & gross load of 31,000 pounds (full size). In order to

detsrmine the effect of “alighter load on the ditching
of the airplane, tests were .made at a gross load of
25,000 pounds (full size). The landlng speeds would
actually be about 10 percent less for the llghter laa~
condition at qlr.i.larcondltlonq of flaps, power, and
attitude, but they were not chanced because the slg-
lilfl~~t speeds for the lower wei.ahtmodel were
bracketed by the original speeds and the cowparlson of
data was facilitated by not changing these speeds.

.

Tke results of the tests a’regiven In tables I to
111. Maxi,?mamand average longitudinal decelerations
are given !n tabie I for gross loads of 31,000 pounds
and 25,000 pounds. Maximum vertical decelerations are
given in table 11. Average longitudinal decelerations
oktained when the leading-edge slats wezw added to t::?
wing are given in table 111.

General Behav!or

When ditched at a low attitude, the model u~ually
trimmed up to a high attitude soon after it touched the
water. This characteristic was most pronounced when s
the model was ditched w$thout an~ simulated failure.
The model generally made a strai~ht run until a fairly
low speed-was reached and the nazellee.had sunk low in
the water; then ?-tsometimes tu~leti to the ~ide but,
because of’the low speed, the turns were not considered “
severe. Some skipping occurred at eacl~condition tested.
Figure 7 shows typical ditching runs for the model.

Dives at high attitudes and low speeds ere recorded
in table I? These dives were eliminated when the stall
angle qf the model was increased by.at.cling n Leading-
edge .slatito the wing.. (See table 111.) The diving :9
not believed to be “typicalfor this airplane because the

—— . .. —— I
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tests with the wing lift increased by the addition of
the slat.more nearly simulate full-size conditions. -.,. .,-— .. ,. .. . ___

m
s Effect of Flaps

Jl The tests indicate thatfthe setting of the flaps
had a negl~gible effect on the hydrodynamic perfomnance
of the model. The wing was high, the area of the flaps
was small, and the.model was moving at low speeds when
It sank deep enough for solid water to hit the flaps.

Effect of Landing Att~tude and Speed

The landing attitude hccilittle ~.:~fect‘a the
maximum deceler~tlons exc~~?tfor the tests with s“imu-
lat-eddamage to the wheel doors, waist-gun doors, and
bomb-bay doors. For these tests the maximum decelera-
tions increased as the attitude increa~ed. The model
skipped at most conditions tested, but the skipping
was somewhat more violent during low-attitude, hl.gh-
speed landings.

Tests with Undamaged Model

The average decelerations for the ditching of the
undamaged model, as indicated by the lengths of landin&
runs, tended to increase with increasing speed but.
generally were less than l$g. The maximum longitudinal

decelerations were highest (about ~g) at the lower

landlng attitude. (See tables I and III.) When ditched
at a low attitude, the model usually trimmed up to a
higher attitude soon after it touched the water.
Apparently a suction near the tail caused the model to.
trim up to a higher attitude. The magnitude of this
suction is not known, but it Is possible that it might
be large enough to tear off the skin of the fuselage.
The effect of a failure of this type was not investi-
gated in the tests.

Tests with Simulated Emage .
.

Wheel doors and waist-gun doors.- R%en ditched with
simulated partial failure of the wheel doors and complete
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failure of the waist-gun
leavimz the water one or

doors, the
more times

model skipped,
durinR the first

part o? the landing runs. The tendency f& the model
to trim up In low-attitude landings was reduced when
damage was simulated. This difference apparently was
caused by the ventilation obtained when the holes
representing the waist-gun openings were cut; these
holes tended to relieve the suction that appeared to
be created on the undamaged model-near the tail. The
maximum decelerations were about ~g greater for the

damaged model than for the undamaged model and the
decelerations increased with increasing speed. Because
of the skipping, the lengths of runs were slightly
longer than those for the undamaged model. (See
tables I and III.)

Bonib-baydoors, wheel doors, and waist-gun doors.-
The results of ditching the model with bomb-bay doors out,
waist-gun doors out, and with partial damge to the wheel
doors are shown in tables I and 1X1. There was little
tendency for the model to trti up when landed at this
damaged condition. The maximum deceleration recorded
“was 6g at the 13° attitude. The maximum deceleration
recorded at the -1° attitude was 3g. (See table I.)
There was not much difference h decelerations at the
low-attitude landings between thl~ condition and the
other conditions tested. The corresponding lengths
of landing rum were usually somewhat shorter than the
lengths obtained in the other conditions, except that
the runs at a full-size speed of 140 miles per hour
and the low landing attitude were unusually long (13
and 18 lengths). The diving at the 13° attitude that
is recorded in table I was eliminated when the wing
lift was Increased by adding a leading-edge slat to the
wing. (See table III.) When.the model dived, the
fuselage was at an angle of about 25° with the surface
of the water and the nose and wing were submerged.

Tests with Propellers

N’henthe ridel was ditched with.wind-milling pro-
pellers and with damage to the wheel doors and the
waist-gun doors simulated,.themaximum decelerations
were g&erally greater by”~g to lg than for the same

$condition without propelle s. The lengths of the landlng
runs with propellers were about one length less than
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those of the model.with stilar failures and no pro-
pellers. (See table.I.) In the course of the ditchings,
the propellers were b~nt back around the nacelles. The
propellers used in the tests were .not scale strength,
however. “ . .

Vertical Decelerations ~

The results of measuring maximum vertical decelera-
tion at the condition of simulated failures of the wheel
doors ahd waist-gun doors are given in table II. The
greatest vertical deceleration measured was 3g and there
was no consistent variation with either speed or attitude.

The results
to 25,000 pounds

Effect of Weight

of tests”made at a load corresponding
(full size) with the waist-gun doors

removed and partial damage of the wheel doors simulated
are given in table I. The maximum decelerations were
mailer and the lengths of landing runs were greater at
the high-attitude landlng~ when the gross load was
reduced. At low-attitude landings, there was little
difference in results between the two gross load~ tested.

II - OUTDOOR CATAP ULT TESTS

APPARATUS “

Catapult

The catapulting apparatus Is shown In figure 8.
The carriage is attached to a rubber shock cord which
furnished the power, the cord being “stretchedas the
carriage is brought to starting position by an elqc-
trlcally operated winch. It is released by pulling a
trigger and Is stopped by a shock cord that serves as
an arresting gear,. .

Tnstrument9

Accelerometer.- For some of the landlngs a time-
history accelerometer was mounted in the model just

-..
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forwardof the center of gravity In the pilot~s compart-
ment in such a manner as to record longitudinal decelera-
tions. This was an undamped instrument with a natural
freqpency of 100 cycles per second. Decelerations were
recorded on super-X film wrapped around a spring-driven
drum that started revolving the Instant the model was
released from the carriage and made a single revolution
in 3 seconds.

Wind- and seeway-measuring devices.- A vane-type
anemometer was used to measure wind velocity. and a wind
vane was mounted over a protractor arrangem~fitin order
that the direction of the wind relatlve to the path of
the model might easily be noted. The wave height was
determined by observing the vertical displacement of the
water from crest to trough on a stationary graduated
pole.

Chronoscope.- A Remington Arms Chronoscope (type
G=A-2] was used to measure the average of tke catapult-
ing speed over a fixed distance. Two contacts, which
were placed on the catapult frame, were broken at the
end of the catapult run by a “lmifeedge mounted on the
carriage. The time elapsing between the breakin& of
these contacts was indicated on the galvanometersdfal.
The velocity was readily determined by use of this value.

METHOD OF TESTING

Before the tests were begun, the initial carriage
position was determined by means of a previous cali-
bration of-the shock cord, the trigger was clamped into
posit:on and er~aged with the carriage, and a safety
block was placed over the trigger arm to avoid any
chance of premature release. The chronoscope circuits
were tested and the two contacts on the track were
wired and made ready for measuring the speed at the
end of the catapulting stroke.

Wind readings were taken and the direction relative
to the track was noted. In order to obtain the proper
airspeed required for the model, any components of wind
along the catapult had to be taken into account. Any
existing head component of wind was subtracted from the
desired airspeed, and the model rae catapulted at a
reduced ground speed. When a tall component of wind
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existed, the model was catapulted at correspndhgly
increased ground speeds to give the-r.squirgc~ir~peed.

- ,. .. . -. -.

n A few trial runs were made to determine the correct
tail settings to keep the model in trim along its glide

i path at various speeds and attttudes. The control sur-
faces of the.model were then set in the positlonrequired
and the model was placed upon the carriage for the test.
A 16-mlIllmeter camera located on a platform some 60 feet
from the track took a profile pictorial history of the
catapulting and the landings during the tests. After
each test the model was retrieved In a boat and was
drained and dried. This general procedure was followed
throughout the tests.

SCOPE OF TESTS

Test Conditions

The model was ballasted to represent two weight
conditions. The first, 35,000 pounds, was a heavy-
weight condition that might occur if the airplane were
forced to ditch shortly after take-off and before any
load could be jettisoned; and the second, 25,000 pounds, .
was a light-weight condition that represented the air-
plane with half-fuel and no bomb load. The center-of-
gravlty position was at 16.9 percent of the mean aero-
dynamic chord in these tests. The fl~ps wer~ In the
full-down position. The speeds, which in most cases
represented flaps-down power-off landings, are tabu-
lated for the two weights In table IV.

The catapult was fixed fn a level posltlon and was
not adjustable in either height or direction; therefore,
the waves were not usually exactly parallel or perpen-
dicular to the path of the model. The locatlon of the
catapult in the lee of several large buildings caused
the wind to be variable both in strenglinand direction.
When this condition prevailed, dltchlnF was extremely
&Lfficult because of the resulti~ erratic action of the
model.

The structural parts of the model that were believed
likely to fall in full-scale ditchings were altered in
most of the landings. These alterations simulated
partial failure of wheel doors and complete.failure of
waist-gun and bcnib-baydoors.
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Variables”

In the”test program the main factors that varied
from test to test were fomard velocity (a!v’;peed),
vertical velocity, attitude of fuselage reference line,
ar.dmodel weight. The forward velocity and attitude
were predetermined from performance data supplled by
the Army. The weight was set and remained fixed for
any one condition, except for that due to the accumu-
lation of water which did not at any time exceed
2 percent of the total model weight.

W%en the model was In perfect trim end the air-
speeds were correct, the glide paths varied llttle from
flight to fllght for any one condltlon regardless of
the distance of the model from the water when released.
In some of the flights in which the model was released
at an appreciable distance off the water, the forward
speed had decreased enough to allow a steeper glide
path. When the speed was less them the correct value,
It was accompanied by a lift smaller than the weight
of the airplane, and the nose usually dropped before
contact. These landings were not considered to be of
much practical value as they were believed to-be out
of the possible flight range.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Condition of SeAway

A normaliy loaded airplane thornsno marked direc-
tional instability or adverse behavior whether landed
across the waves or along the waves. The overloaded
airpla~e lands in a reasonably aatlsfactory manner along
the waves across the wind; however, if the overloaded
airplane is landed across the waves into the wind, it has
a tendency to dive through the wave or to be thrown off
the water Into attitudes that result in nose-down or
wing-low second contacts.

When a stiff wind exists, thare are usually white
caps and breaking waves. Since a reduction in water
spee~and therefore a decrease in bottom loads, occurs
when the airplane is landed into the wind, the best
ditching practice for the normally loaded airplane
appears to be to land into an appreciable wind regard-
less of wave direction. When there is little or no

—
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wind and the waves are regular, or even when the seaway
. ........ is confu~ed, i.tappears that theb,qqt procedure 1s.to

land along the waves or along thk smoothest
able.

. .

Effeot of Attitude and Speed

water avall-

It is well recognized that bottom.loadlng increases
with the vertical velocity and with the trim angle. In
the low~attitude high-speed landings there was a tendency
to porpoise; whereas in high-attitude low-speed landings
there was more tendency to dive. At intermediate speeds
and attitudes, the landings seemed to be free of both
these tendencies. At all attitudes and speeds the model
turned violently when it landed with one wing low. Since
an extremely.high-attitudelandlng might easily pass
beyond the stall, it seems advisable to compromise and
land at a moderately high attitude and at a correspond-
ingly moderate speed.

Effect of Weight

The heavy-weight condition with the correspondingly
increased speed appeared to increase the porpoising
tendencies in the low-attitude landi~s. The heavier
airplane was also observed to sustain ~reater longi-
tudinal deceleration and to throw greater spray. It was
concluded fror.these observations that the heavier air-
plane had immersed to a somewhat greater depth. These
test results indicate that, from the standgolnt of per-
formance, the airplane should be made as llght as pos-
sible before ditching. From the standpoint of loads, .
also, the airplane should be made as light as possible
since the water loads will be less with the lower speeds.

Gen”eralObservations

The following comments may be made with regard to
the full-scale ditching of the B-26 airplane as inter-
preted from action of the model in open seaways

If a cross-wind landing 1s made, the airplane should
be”flown along the wave until contact is made. It should
be recognized, however, that the chances of dropping a
wing and causing violent turns would be great in high
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CrOSS winds.
landing along

If no appreciable win~ exists, a good
the wave could probably be made w!th

result@ go~d performance. -

In model landings along the waves, occasionally
the airplane nosed Into a cross wave. Since the speed
was higher than it would have been If the airplane had
been landing Into the wind, the perfomnance was worse
than in any landing into the wind and across the waves.
Also, the wave crests were not always straight lines
and,whereas the airplane was flylng along the crest
just before contact, it entered part of the same wave
crest that had curved over Into the path of the model.
These Irregular crests were usually choppy and breaking.
When the airplane Is landing Into the wind, therefore,
the danger of simultaneously subjecting the whole of
the fuselage bottom to a wave Is reduced, and any
highly concentrated loads will probably cause local
failures only.

Since the B-26 fuselage has a fairly narrow stern,
lt runs well in rough water and Is not likely to be
thrown off the water in a tail-down landfng. A suction
is apparently created which pulls the tail down and
atds in keeping the nose clear until appreciable forward
motion has ceased.

CONCLUSIONS

The followlng conclusions are based on tank and
catapult tests of a model in both ca3m and rough
water:

1. The safest ditchings of the B-26 airplane can
be made at a medium-high attitude with the fuselage
center line at an angle of 6° to 10G with the hori-
zontal (not too near the stalllng region). The flaps
should be down and tke airplane should be landed at
the lowest speed possible.

2. When appreciable wind exists, this airplane
should be landed Into the wind and across the waves
in order to land at the lowest possible speed. When
the wind is light and the waves are regular, landing
along the swells is preferable to landing across the
swells.
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3. Calm-water tests Indicate that the flaps will
have no effect on the d~amlc behavior of the airplane. -. . . .,

m
4. Structural failure of parts, such as the bomb-

bay doors or waist-gun doors, will not seriously affect
“$
A

the dynamic behavior of the airplane.

5. The airplane shouldbe ditched at the lightest
weight condition possible.

6. ‘The airplane should be landed In a laterally
level position because it will turn violently if a wing
dips Into the water.

7. Because of the danger of partl: enter:.~ a wave,
even when landing parallel to the crests, the crew
should brace themselves with the expectation of with-
standing fairly high decelerations (4g to 7g).

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee fGr Aeronautics “

Langley Field, Vs., August 15, 1944

. .
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TABLEI*- ~~MUM AND AVERAGELONGITUDINALDECELERATIONSAND LENGTHOF RUNS
ON DITOHINGTESTSOF A l/12-SIZEMOi31LOF THE AHMYB-26 AIRPLANE NATIONAL ADVISORY

. COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
~lkCehraMcmS are giveninmultiples of the accelemtion of graVfty.
Lengthof runs are given in titiples of the lengthof the airple.m~

Attitudowf fuselege Center line

@

Tail-do~ landing

speed (full-size), mph I 80 I 100

See note

‘odel without

peninga and with

,0 atructura.1

●ilure simulated

Waist-gun doors

removed and
.

partial failure

of wheel docra

elmulated

Bomb-baydoore
md waist-gun
doors removed,
md uartlal
Cailhe of wheel
doors. simulated

‘lape up

.

Note:

I 120

i ~ G ~4
1.5 5

1.5 5 t
1.3 6

1.3 6
1.5 5

.1.5 5
1.6 1.1 7
3.5 1.3 6
!1.5 1.1 ‘7

1.3 6 e
1.3 6 8

3. 0 1.1 7 B
3. 0 1.1 7 8

1.6 1.3 6

0.9 1.0 8
3.0 1.1 7

d 5.0
d 5.7 1.3 6 a
d 6.0 1.9 4 a’

6.0
6;2” 1.5, 5 :

100

.

—

1.E

—

2.5
2.5

=

3.5
3.8
4.0

:

cg
0.9 6

0.!3 6
1.1 5

1.1 5
1.1 5

1.1 5
1.1 5

.

1.4 4
2.8 2
1.9 3

6°

120 140

iz”9

d

..5 7

a:
..3 8~1

I

,.5 71

.2 5

.2 6

.
!$ ;

1.6

1.5

10
2,
2.

2.5 1.6
3.0 1.3

4.0 1.6

3.0 1.5

—

2.4 0.6
3.0 .8

n so# m

?

?

8 St
7 8
8

7

T
?

/

-

1

18 s
13 8

Max. - Ma%lIuumdeceleration
Av.

- Lengthof run
- Average deceleration =- Remark: d - dived, s - skln?ed or ~orpolsed.

t -tura - - -
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TABLE II - MAXIMUM VERTICAL DECELERATIONS ON DITCHING TESTS
OF A l/124WZE MODEL OF THE ARMY B-26AIRPIAXVE

Gross weight (full-elze), 31,000lb;flapsdown55°fixed;
no propeller; waist gun doors rsmoved and partial damage

of tied d’oors simulated. Deceleratlone are given in
multiples of the acceleration of gravfty.

Attitudeof.fusela~
centerllne

Speed (full-size), mph

Maximum vertical

deceleration

130
Tail-downlandingI 60

100 I 120 I1OOI12O

NATIONAL AOVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

Ill —
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TABLE III - AVERAGE LONGITUDINAL DECELERATIONS AND
LENGTH OF RUNS ON DITCHING TESTS OF A l/12-SIZE

MODEL OF THE ARMY B-26 AIRPLANE

Oross weight (full-size), 31,000 lb; flaps down 55° fixed;
additional lift provided ;by attaching leading-edge slat
to regular wing. Decelerations are given in multiples,
of the acceleration of gravity; length of runs are given
in multiples of the length of the airplane.

Attitude of ftaselage 1s0
center line Tail-down landing 6°

Speed (full-size), mph 80 100 120

; !4
1

●

See note ~ g e g I
4 s z & z

Model without opentnga 1.1 ‘78t
and with no structural 1.1 7 St
failure simulated 1.0 8 at

Waist gun doors removed 0.9 9 St
and partial failure of .8 10 s
wheel doors simulated .9 9 s

Banb-bay doors and waist
gun doors removed and 1.8 2 1.4 4 1.5 5 s
partial failure of wheel 1.4 4 1.5 5 a
doors simulated

Note:,—
.:
‘Avm - Average deceleration
:Run - Length of run

NATIONALADVISORY

COMhlll?EE FOR AERONAUTICS

Rink.-Remirk$ s - Acipped or porpoiqqd, t - turned .



TABIXIV

FLIGHTAIR SPEEDSUSEDAT OUTDOOR

Flapsdown,poweroff.

Weight,
(lb)

35,000

26,200

26,200

35,000

26,200

Note:Thesespeeds
fromGlenn

Attitude,
Au3. ref. line,

(deg)

13

12

8

6

4

CATAPULT

NATIONALArmoRY
COMMllTEEFORAEROHNJllCS

Airspeedi”
(mph)

118

105

110

140

130

weredetermined f’romperfonmnaedata
L.MartinCempmy.
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TABLEV - DITCHINGPERFORMANCEOFTHE AMY B-26 AIRPIMJB
Mnol!uAovlsoR’f

COMMl~ FORAEROW~
All nlues are fill-soda.

~tor Attitude , Weight, Range tested of Bnnga tested of Range Mx.
Condition fus. ref. line (lb) wave heights, wind relooity, re oorded Performnoe

(in.) (mph) long. deoel.

Tail dorm,12°

moth 8’J

6°

Mediumlow, 4°

‘Taildown,12°

palmllol 60
rives,

60

Toil down,12°

Perpendl- 60
cular to
wevw. ~o

Medium low, 40

26,200 0 0 4.3 - 607g Nacelles dug in, then
pitohedup and down in
water.

Pitchedup and down
during first iqct.

3kippad or porpoi~ed.

Neoellesdug in, ●pproached
a shallowdive.

Pltohedup ●nd do=
slightly during run.

Moelles dug in, approached
a s~llow dive.

Tended to porpoime.

Porpoiaing intensified.

26,200 0 3.7- 3,9go

35,W0

26,200

26,200

0-7

0-’?

40

0

0

48

4.6 - 4.7g

4.4 - 6.4g

*26,200 46 35

35,000

26,200

27-72

36

20-50

12-6 4.4 - 7g

3.1 - 5.4g24-36

24-36

36-48

26,200

35,000

26,200

15

20-30

26 4.0 - 7.2g
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(a) Frontview.

1 izemodelofanArmy B-26 airplane.Figure 1.- Photograph of a —-s
12
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(a) Front view.

Figure 1.- Photograph of a L-size model of an Army B-26 airplane.
12



(b) Side view.

Figure 1.- Continued,



(c) Front three-quarter bottom

Figure 1.- Concluded.

view.
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Figure 2.- Photograph of a &-size model of an Army B-26 airplane attached to the

launching gear at the front of the towing carriage.



Figure 3.- Photograph of a ~- size model of an Army B-26 airplane showing the location
12 of the accelerometer.
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Figure 4.- Photograph of a ~-size model of an Army B-26 airplane with waist gun doors

removed and partial failure of wheel doors simulated,



Figure 5.- Photograph of a ~- size model of an Army B-26 airplane with waist gun doors
12

and bomb-bay doors removed and partial failure of wheel doors simulated.



Fig&e 6.- Photograph of a ~-size model of an Army B-26 airplane showing windmilling

propellers with waist gun doors removed and partial failure of wheel doors simulated.



NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

(a) Model Undamaged.

Figure 7.- Photographs of ditchings of a ~-size model of an Army B-26 airplane

(0.866-second intervals, full size). At&de of fuselage reference line is 6° at
contact; flaps down 55° fixed; speed 120 miles per hour, full size.



NATIOtAAL AOVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

(b) Model with waist gun doors removed and partial failure of wheel doors simulate

Figure 7.- Continued.
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NATIONAL ADVISORY

I COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

(c) Model withwaist gwdoors mdbomb-bay door removed mdpartiWftilmeof
wheel doors simulated.

Figure 7.- Concluded.



Figure 8.- Photograph of the outdoor ditching catapult.



.83 .50 .20 0

3.70 2.70 2.38 1.50

Figure 9.- 1
Photographs of a ditching of a — -size model of an Army

12B-26 airplane. A medium-attitude landing, along the waves, in the

overload condition. (Full-scale time in seconds listed under each

picture. )

I



1.05
● 50 .30 0

4.30 3.00 2,73 1.80

Figure 10.- Photographs of a ditching of a ~z-size model of an Army

B-26 airplane. A medium-attitude landing, across the waves, in the

light-weight condition. (Full-scale time in seconds listed under

each picture. )



.50
● 40 Q

4.20 1.30 .70

1
Figure 11.- Photographs of a ditching of a ~2-size model of an Army

B-26 airplane. A high-attitude landing, across the waves, in the

light-weight condition. (Full-scale time in seconds listed under

each picture. )



1.05 .73 .25 0

3,50 2.90 2.10 1.75

1
Figure 12.- Photographs of a ditching of a — -size model of an Army

B-26 airplane. A low-attitude landing inls2mooth water in the light-

weight condition. (Full-scale time in secon’ds listed under each

picture. )
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